
Timely actions using Predictive
Maintenance saved 6 hours of production
time and USD 14000 of additional
investment in maintenance for a top steel
tubes manufacturer.

Diagnostics as a service helped a major steel tubes
manufacturer to track the equipment’s live data and receive
critical information that eliminated potential machine downtime.

 

 

Predictive Maintenance as a Service: A must
for Steel Manufacturing Units

Unexpected machine failure is a steel manufacturer's worst
nightmare. With a risk of safety hazards, loss of production
efficiency & quality of output on the line, the stakes are high.
Predictive Maintenance as a service can be a gamechanger to
avoid unnecessary downtime. Learn how here.

 

 

 

Decoding the IT/OT Convergence with IoT

Before IoT, the worlds of OT & IT were disparate- there were
silos & no collaboration. But with IoT, the machines from OT can
be integrated with data infrastructure & insights from enterprise
level systems to speed up decision making together. Learn how
this comes about & what an enterprise stands to gain out of this.

 

Video Series:

The Ultimate video series to understand the root causes of Vibrations in
Rotating Equipment. Click to watch here>>
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Thank you for being a part of our community. We're thrilled to share our third edition of the Infinite Insights newsletter

with you. In this edition, we explore the world of predictive maintenance in steel manufacturing and share a few ways
that it can be used to help you make better decisions about your equipment. We also discuss the IT-OT convergence: a

major propeller for IoT in manufacturing plants- how it came out and what a converged enterprise stands to gain.

 

Infinite Success : Steel Industry

Steel plants are the backbone of any economy. Any problem with productivity or output of steel plants can cause ripples across the

industry. But Steel plants have a lot of moving parts. Literally.  

In such a critical industry, there's no room for error—and when you're dealing with so many different processes and ingredients all at

once, that can be kind of tricky. Even a brief downtime can throw this in chaos. With the right predictive maintenance solution, steel

manufacturer's can improve the utilisation and RUL of their assets, all while ensuring the output and efficiency of the process is not

compromised.
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